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Abstract—Current practice for mitigating DRAM hardware
faults is to simply discard the entire faulty DIMM. However,
this becomes increasingly expensive and wasteful as the price
of memory hardware increases and moves physically closer to
processing units. Accurately characterizing memory faults in
real-time in order to pre-empt future potentially catastrophic
failures is crucial to conserving resources by blacklisting small
affected regions of memory rather than discarding an entire
hardware component. We further evaluate and extend a machine
learning method for DRAM fault characterization introduced in
prior work by Baseman et al. at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
We report on the usefulness of a variety of training sets, using
a set of production-relevant metrics to evaluate the method on
data from a leadership-class supercomputing facility. We observe
an increase in percent of faults successfully mitigated as well as
a decrease in percent of wasted blacklisted pages, regardless of
training set, when using the learned algorithm as compared to a
human-expert, deterministic, and rule-based approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the era of exascale computing approaches, the question
of system reliability becomes paramount. With extremely large
machines, even the least probable failure becomes significantly
more likely to occur. The increase in machine size, particularly
regarding DRAM and SRAM, is expected to be on the order
of a hundred-fold [1]. Recent work by Gottscho et al. suggests
that faults in hardware components such as DRAM can have
serious negative consequences on the applications running on
the supercomputing system [2]. Current approaches simply
discard entire DIMM units when some threshold of errors are
observed, but this will become too costly in the exascale era.
Newer machines have the capability to blacklist only certain
pages of DRAM which exhibit faults, in order to conserve
time, finances, and hardware while still mitigating the existing
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fault [3], [4]. However, in order to make use of this capability,
the machine or system administrator must be able to accurately
identify the type of fault occurring in real-time.
In this work, we extend previous research on automatic characterization of DRAM faults [5] by considering productionrelevant metrics, studying a larger dataset covering the lifetime
of a supercomputing machine, and investigating the use of a
variety of training datasets. Our primary findings are:
• A machine learning approach trained on data from an
older computing system can out-perform fault mitigation
performed by an expert-designed system in terms of
percentage of faults successfully mitigated while maintaining the same percentage of wasted healthy pages and
remaining bad pages.
• DRAM behavior with regard to faults does not seem to
vary significantly over time, even when considering the
full lifetime of a machine.
II. AVAILABLE F IELD DATA
Cielo was a leadership-class production system at LANL
in Los Alamos, New Mexico. Cielo contained 8,500 compute
nodes, each with two 8-core AMD OpteronT M processors.
Each processor had eight 32KB L1 data caches, eight 512KB
L2 caches, and one 12MB L3 cache. Each node contained a
total of 32GB of DRAM, from eight 4GB DDR-3 registered
DIMMs. In this work, we focus on correctly classifying the
DRAM fault modes seen over the lifetime of Cielo. In order
to do this, we also take into account the DRAM fault modes
seen on Hopper, an older supercomputer located at LBNL
in Oakland, California, which had a similar configuration,
although with 2,500 fewer compute nodes.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the fault modes we consider, cumulatively and by individual years over the lifetime
of Cielo. We note that the most likely fault mode, regardless
of year, is a Single Bit fault. Interestingly, there does not
appear to be any clear trend over time regarding composition
of the fault data. Similarly, Figure 2 illustrates the percentage
of errors in the Cielo dataset which were generated in each
year of the lifetime. Cielo was de-commissioned in early
2016, resulting in a very small contribution from its final year.

Fig. 2. Yearly contribution to total lifetime DRAM faults on Cielo.
Fig. 1. DRAM fault mode compositions over the lifetime of Cielo.

However, we see that all other years contributed a very similar
amount of faults, suggesting that there was no significant
difference in DRAM behavior as the machine aged.
III. C URRENT M ETHOD
We assume, as in previous work [5], that all DRAM
devices experience at most one fault mode over their lifetime.
Definitions of the most common fault modes on which we
focus are as follows:
• Single Bit Fault: All errors from a single DRAM occur
within the same row and column.
• Single Row Fault: All errors from a single DRAM occur
within the same row, but across different columns.
• Single Column Fault: All errors from a single DRAM
occur within the same column, but across different rows.
• Single Bank Fault: The errors from a single DRAM are
spread across varying rows and columns.
Other more serious fault modes are extremely rare in the
available field data and we do not consider these fault modes
in the current work. The current state-of-the-art method for
determining fault modes online is to simply apply these
deterministic rules, which encode expert assumptions, at each
point in time [7].
IV. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
To eliminate the need for costly expert-designed fault characterization systems, we propose the use of machine learning
in order to predict fault mode, following previous work [5].
The previous study finds that a machine learning technique
which gives excellent fault mode prediction performance after
observing only two errors from an individual DRAM is
a random forest (a randomized ensemble of decision trees
[8]). We extend this work by applying the technique to a
much larger dataset covering the lifetime of a supercomputing
facility and by investigating the use of a variety of training
sets.
The features included in the random forest include only
information regarding the location of observed errors, along
with timestamps (e.g., frequency of errors observed in the
same row, number of errors observed in the same column,
etc.). We again follow previous work by calculating these

features after two errors have been observed, because this was
the earliest point in time that any algorithm was able to achieve
satisfactory predictive performance.
We then investigate the usefulness of three different training
methods in comparison with the current rule-based method:
1) A random forest trained on error data from only the
previous year of Cielo activity
2) A random forest trained on error data from all previous
Cielo activity
3) A random forest trained using error data from the entire
lifetime of Hopper
Results will provide insight regarding whether or not data
from older systems can be used for intelligent fault mitigation
in real-time, and whether only very recent data provides
enough information to the learning algorithm.
V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
For each training method described above, we test the
learned model on all of the available Cielo data (except for
that used for training), as well as on yearly subsets of the Cielo
data. Each random forest model, while trained on a different
dataset, consisted of 200 trees with a maximum depth of 6.
Each model-test set pair was run 200 times to achieve a sense
of variance. We report averages and standard deviations for
each of our metrics, described below. Note that the rule-based
system is deterministic and therefore did not require repetition.
A. Evaluation
We present four evaluation metrics, investigating separate
but related aspects of fault mitigation.
F1 Score: F1 Score is a machine learning metric for evaluating predictive performance, ranging from 0.0 (predictive
performance worse than random guessing) to 1.0 (perfect
predictive performance) [9]. It uses the following relationship
between precision and recall:
×recall
f 1 = 2 × precision
precision+recall
Percent Mitigated: Even in cases where a fault mode is
mis-predicted, the prediction may still result in a successful
mitigation. For example, if a fault is truly a single bit fault,
but the prediction is for a single row fault, the result would be
blacklisting the entire row, which would include the corrupted

Fig. 3. F1 score (predictive performance) for each method.

single bit. To address this, we report the percent of faults that
are successfully mitigated by the prediction method, regardless
of the correctness of the prediction.
Percent Wasted: When an algorithm mis-predicts a fault
mode, it may incorrectly blacklist pages that are in fact still
healthy. We refer to these incorrectly blacklisted pages as
waste, and report the percentage of pages blacklisted by the
algorithm that were actually healthy.
Percent Remaining: When an algorithm mis-predicts a
fault mode, it may blacklist fewer pages than were actually
required to successfully mitigate the fault. In this case, some
portion of the affected pages remain in use by the system. We
report the percentage of unhealthy pages that remain in use
by the system for each prediction method.
Since the mitigation strategy is based on the number of
pages in memory affected by the particular fault mode, we
make some generic assumptions regarding the dimensions
of the DRAM (which in practice would vary based on the
particular hardware specifications). We assume that a row is a
single page wide while a column fault affects on the order of
10 pages [10]. Therefore, mitigation costs for each fault mode
are 1 page for single bit or single row faults, and 10 pages for
single column or single bank faults.

Fig. 4. Percent of faults successfully mitigated by each method.

Fig. 5. Percent of healthy pages wasted by each method.

predictions, it may not be the most meaningful in terms of
real-time fault mitigation in production.
Figure 4 shows the percent of faults, from all modes, successfully mitigated by the rule-based and learned approaches.
All learned approaches consistently mitigate more faults than
the rule-based system, except in the final year which contained
significantly less data (recall Figure 2). On average across all
years, we find that random forests trained on only data from

VI. R ESULTS
Figure 3 shows mean (weighted) F1 scores across all fault
modes for the random forest approach and the rule-based
approach, by year. A higher F1 score indicates better general
predictive performance. On average, the random forest models
trained on previous Cielo data tend to give slightly better
predictive performance than models learned on Hopper data
or the rule-based system. However, considering performance
over time shows no clear advantage to any of the learned
models, although we do see that in general the learned
models tend to out-perform the rule-based system. All the
learned models, regardless of training set, tend to perform
at least as well as the rule-based system, indicating that we
may be able to save human architect effort by relying on
models learned from previous systems. However, while the
F1 metric provides information regarding accuracy of specific

Fig. 6. Percent of bad pages remaining for each method.

the previous year of Cielo data mitigate the greatest percentage
of faults, followed by models trained on all previous Cielo
data, and finally followed by models trained on all available
Hopper data. All three of these approaches successfully mitigate more faults than the expert-designed rule-based system,
even when taking into consideration the standard deviation of
the model outputs.
Figure 5 presents the percentage of pages blacklisted by
each approach that were in fact healthy (wasted pages).
Interestingly, yearly and on average, random forests trained
on data from Cielo (whether only the previous year or all
available previous data), consistently waste significantly more
pages of memory than models trained on Hopper or the
rule-based system. Overall, random forest models trained on
Hopper data appear to waste around the same amount of
memory as the rule-based system. While the cause of this
behavior is unclear, it seems that using a larger dataset from
a previous supercomputing system causes the models to be
more conservative in their blacklisting of pages, while using a
smaller dataset, although it is taken from the current system,
tends to wildly over-estimate the number of blacklisted pages
required to successfully mitigate faults. Recall that all three
learned models out-performed the rule-based system in terms
of mitigated faults, so the over-estimation of blacklisted pages
is not necessarily helping the models learned on Cielo to
successfully mitigate more faults than those learned from
Hopper. The exception to this behavior is the performance of
models trained on only the previous year of Cielo data, which
in 2016 do not blacklist any healthy pages. This may be due
to the significantly smaller size of the dataset for 2016.
Figure 6 shows the percentage of bad pages still remaining
in use after each methods has attempted to mitigate faults.
Surprisingly, all the learned methods perform very similarly to
the rule-based system, tending to miss very nearly the same
number of bad pages. The only exceptions to this behavior
are in the random forests trained on Cielo data from only the
previous year in 2013 and 2015, with 2013 showing a slight
improvement over the other models, and 2015 showing an
extremely inferior performance.
Considering our observation that all models perform similarly regarding the number of remaining bad pages in the
system, we are free to evaluate the approaches using only
three of our metrics: F1 score, percent of faults mitigated,
and percent of healthy pages wasted.
Although we do observe some variability in all our metrics
over time, interestingly there does not appear to be any clear
time-dependent trends. This implies that in addition to models
trained on an older system being sufficiently accurate for
application to a new system, the learned model may only need
to be re-trained extremely infrequently, or only in cases where
hardware that is significantly different enough to warrant new
features is used.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We find that machine learning can out-perform the state-ofthe-art expert-designed method for DRAM fault mode classi-

fication on metrics that consider production-relevant measurements. While all the learned models tended to leave the same
percentage of bad pages remaining in memory as the expert
system, they successfully mitigated a significantly greater
percentage of faults. In addition, models trained on data from
Cielo, the machine on which they were intended to be used,
tended to waste many more healthy pages than models trained
on an older system. While the cause of this behavior is not
clear, it appears that training on a larger dataset from an older
system may cause the model output to have better performance
than training on a newer but much smaller dataset. We also
find no clear trends over time in any of the evaluation metrics,
suggesting that there was no major change in DRAM behavior
across the lifetime of Cielo. We recommend further study on
the use of machine intelligence for handling hardware faults,
including implementing the strategy on a current system in
order to obtain performance metrics.
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